In the Introduction, I indicated that mainstream analysis of the Pink Tideunderpinned by orthodox International Political Economy (IPE) understandings of neoliberal globalisation -offers at best a simplistic and superficial understanding of the phenomenon, primarily because it lacks an adequate appreciation of the social and historical context within which it has emerged. Instead, this analysis is best understood in ideological terms -as the scholarly dimension of the attempts to defuse the Pink Tide's counterhegemonic potential. In this sense, it can be understood -in Gramscian terms -as creating a 'common sense' understanding of the current world order as natural and immutable and, therefore, beyond challenge (the TINA principle). Accordingly, I proposed that before a more profound analysis of the Pink Tide can be undertaken, there is a need to critically re-examine orthodox IPE accounts of globalisation -both in their realist and liberal guises -and the assumptions which underpin them and drive their 'naturalistic' conclusions. Such an examination is undertaken here, illuminating the shortcomings of orthodox analysis and its ideological function, highlighting the need for a more comprehensive and critical approach to the current world order.
Orthodox IPE, Globalisation, and Critical Alternatives 21 Consequently, I introduce Gramsci's concepts of 'hegemony' and 'historic bloc,' in order to illuminate the consensual nature of contemporary class rule, enabling a more substantial understanding of neoliberal globalisation as not only a projection of capitalist productive forces but also a sophisticated and largely effective politico-ideological project designed to win consent for its global expansionism. Recognition of its consensual nature is crucial to any attempt to construct alternatives to neoliberal globalisation, and with the later discussion of Latin America in mind I explore Gramsci's notion of 'war of position' as a way of illuminating the processes of ideological struggle intrinsic to the gaining of ruling class consent. Here, a distinction is drawn between the strategies of 'passive revolution' and 'counter-hegemony,' undertaken by the dominant and subordinate classes, respectively, in a war of position, with Brazil engaged in the former while Venezuela's Bolivarian Revolution represents the latter. I maintain, however, that despite these differences these two projects have a lot in common. These commonalities, I suggest cautiously, represent a common ground on which a regional war of position might be possible against global neoliberalism. I explore this prospect in more detail in Chapter 6. Here, the focus is on establishing the theoretical frame of analysis.
Realist IPE and globalisation: The timeless struggle for power and influence
The realist literature within the orthodox IPE spectrum generally argues that the new global economy is primarily enabled by the activities of the most powerful states, seeking to protect and enhance their own systemic interests in a minimally reconfigured global order (Grieco & Ikenberry 2003: 2) . This basic and highly influential position is as integral to the neorealism of Robert Gilpin (1987) as it is to the more traditional historically based realism of Ian Clark (1999). In general, the breakdown of the Bretton Woods regime in the 1970s that weakened the economies of the United States and its major allies is seen by realists as the catalyst for a reformulated power drive by the major states (Hirst & Thompson 1996: 5-6 ). The deregulation of global markets was thus enthusiastically adopted by major states as they adapted their power politics strategies to take advantage of the changing global environmentas facilitators of multinational capital and competitors in the struggle to penetrate and dominate foreign economies and societies around the world (Krasner 1994; Clark 1999) .
A useful insight into the neorealist mindset is offered by Lamy (2005) , who suggests that orthodox IPE represents less a spectrum of ideas and more a narrow integration of fundamental assumptions drawn from traditional IR. The result is a narrow orthodoxy, which asks restricted questions of the world and produces restricted answers. In Lamy's terms, it 'focus[es] on similar questions, and agree[s] on a number of assumptions about man,
